new perspectives in critical areas of operation and decision-making. This group of members who are experts on a wide range of global affairs topics.

CGA Clinical Professor Jennifer Trahan's New Book Sparks Discussion on International Law, Human Rights, and the Council Veto Power in the Face of Atrocity Crimes, "were featured in a weeklong, online book symposium on the international law website Opinio Juris. Trahan is the director of the MS in Global Affairs concentration in International Law and Human Rights. She has also been featured in the CGA Clinical Associate Professors Christopher Ankersen “Building the Future of Global Affairs, Managing Discontinuity, Disruption, and Transformation.”

CGA Clinical Professor Jennifer Trahan’s "Destruction,” contributes to the debate about the potential trajectory of a country, located on the border of Asia and Africa. Despite the destruction, the country has managed to recover and has developed into a major economic power. The book explores the challenges faced by the country, as well as the strategies that the government has implemented to achieve its goals.

CGA Clinical Professor Jennifer Trahan’s "The Vanishing Half,” explores the history and culture of the country, as well as the current political landscape. The book is a powerful and thought-provoking exploration of the country’s past and present, and is sure to leave a lasting impact on readers.

CGA Clinical Associate Professors Christopher Ankersen and Natalie Lagos Open 'Dignity - A Social Movement' Conference • Online for 2021
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